March 3-10, 2019

Welcome To the Bereavement Cruise III.
Linda Findlay had a dream of creating a healing environment at sea and ran the first Bereavement Cruise in
2016. Shortly after this first successful cruise she and Glen Lord partnered to co-create Journeys of Hope,
Healing and Health seminar at sea programs, where together they co-host these healing adventures. Take what
works for you and leave the rest. The Bereavement Cruise is a powerful transformational journey at sea
honoring and celebrating the lives of our lost loved ones. It is an opportunity to experience an inspiring
continuation of healing that will be shared in a nurturing community of people who are or have been where you
are in your grief journey-no matter how much time has passed.

Meet Your Co-Hosts
Linda Findlay became a bereaved parent with the loss of her infant daughter,
Aubrie Marie. Linda founded Mourning Discoveries, Grief Support Services in
1991. Since that time she has filled the role of Aftercare Coordinator for funeral
homes currently representing over 300 of them in 25 states and Canada. Linda
has also continually facilitated several bereavement support groups as a hospice
volunteer and is an AARP Widowed Person Service volunteer trainer and
outreach provider and is a Christian Lay counselor for her church in SC. In a
style reflecting compassion, personal loss, experience by working with bereaved
families, and special training, she effectively communicates with bereaved
families. Through the sharing of personal stories and professional experiences
with both integrity and credibility, Linda provides valuable tools,
understanding and solid practical ways to help the bereaved.
Glen Lord, after graduating from Boston University with a degree in
Marketing and Operations Management, he was on the fast track to
accomplishing his goal of being a CEO of a fortune 500 company. The death of
his son, Noah, in 1999 put brakes on the life he had so carefully planned. As
Glen sought a new path, he realized that there was a need for genuine, accurate
grief information. This realization, plus his extensive business experience,
fueled the founding of The Grief Toolbox and creation of the Walking Through
Grief® program. Both offer a community of grief resources around the world
and a marketplace of grief and memorial products. Glen is past president of the
national board of directors of The Compassionate Friends. He is a sought-after
keynote, inspirational presenter and workshop leader. Most recently Glen has
come full circle is Co-Founder and CEO of the International Grief Institute,
which provides a variety of grief education opportunities including Grief in the
Workplace that promotes success in supporting grieving employees.

Keynotes
Opening – Monday 9:00 AM - Glen Lord – Building Your Grief Toolbox
Grief is a journey of Heart, Body Mind and Spirit; there is joy and hope to be found. People will
tell us what we should do, you have choices in your journey, you have choices in your tools. Some
will work for you some will not – use what works for you, leave the rest. Time does not heal, what
you do with the time does.

Mitch Carmody

Glen Lord

Closing – Saturday 7PM – Mitch Carmody - Getting your Sea Legs Back
After spending a week on board a bereavement cruise ship, we return to the mundane realities of the
real world. We try to blend in with its preoccupied inhabitants who for the most part know nothing of
our secret grief cruise. We all come to the ship from many different worlds; a plethora of differences
in race, age, religion, occupation, economic class, intellect and political views. We congregate as one
family of broken hearts and we find our sea legs together. Its finding equilibrium; life demands
it. Balance comes from the ballast of comradery, kinship and compassion. That is how we get our sea
legs back to handle the rough seas.
All sessions will take place in the Conference Center Located On Deck 3 Forward
Key Code for Presentations
To help determine which presentation’s are right for you the following codes are used:
A-Appropriate for All
M=Ready to Explore a New Normal
S=Spiritual Content
SG=Small Group 8-10 people
YG=Yoga
SL=Specific to Manor of Death, please specify

Sunday March -3rd

N=Newly Bereaved
R=Religious Content
U=Alternative Theories
AP=Art Project for All
MF=Mindfullness Practices
LS=Loss Specific, please specify
(ex; widows/widowers, bereaved
parents)

Welcome Aboard – Please follow all Royal Caribbean Instructions. Please do not feel a need to do
everything. This is your journey, do what works for you and leave the rest.
Muster – Time and location will be given to you by Royal Caribbean
5:30 – Dinner in the main dining room - Assigned seating for this dinner only– Your table
assignment is on your key card. We will be in the same area in the dining room every night!
7:00 - 8:30 Welcome - In the Conference Center, (Brilliance and Radiance Rooms). Welcome,
Housekeeping, - Mix and Mingle – get to know everyone.

Monday March 4th - All Events in Conference Center (Brilliance and Radiance Rooms)

Melanie Rijkers

Mindfulness Eyespiration Photo Walk – A, AP
Seeing from the Heart – Greet the Day
Melanie will host sunrise and sunset walks. Being in the Moment:
Mindfulness Eyespiration Photo Walk at sunrise, 45-60 min. workshop
onboard the ship. We meet 15 minutes prior to sunrise at Sky or Mast Bar,
deck 16, depending on the side where the sun will rise. Check the onboard
newsletter for correct sunrise times, it’s delivered daily in your cabin. You
can bring a camera or a smartphone. You are also free to come and just Be.
Being in the Moment will teach you how to See Pure, with Fresh Eyes and
connects you with the Here and Now.

8:00 -8:45 Yoga – A, YG No experience necessary – lead by Diane Speer,
Founder and Director of Way to Wellness, is a pioneer specializing in the health
science field of mindfulness with over 25 years in education, research and programming
in the integrative healing arts and mindfulness. As a Yoga Therapist, Yoga and
Meditation teacher trainer, Reiki Master, Grief Support Specialist, Aroma therapist, and
a Holistic Lifestyle Coach she has served thousands with therapeutic lifestyle programs
and professional trainings based in yoga, meditation mindfulness practices. Diane is no
strangerMelanie
to significant
Rijers loss through her personal journey and professionally with
clients. She has developed a repertoire of transformative lifestyle techniques
and programs that educate about holistic health and healing for wide ranging
specializations including mental wellness, stress, Hospice care, grief care and
chronic disease management.

Diane Speer

9:00-9:30 – Opening – Keynote Speaker Glen Lord - Building Your Grief Toolbox
9:30 – 10:30 – Finding self-compassion – Tanya Lord A, U
Do you find yourself being critical with your own grief journey?
Do you question and criticize yourself when you do not live up to
the standards your or others have set? Join Dr Tanya Lord in the
informative workshop designed to explore concepts and practices
of self-compassion, and discover how to be compassionate to
ourselves as we travel our grief journey.
Tanya Lord
10:30-12:00 – Honoring Secondary Loss – Shelby Forsythia
It’s Easy to point to the major losses in our lives, but what about
the little invisible losses the sneak up and add to the pile? Using
mindful storytelling, writing and group meditation in a safe
nurturing environment, Shelby will demonstrate how to
acknowledge, honor and release secondary grief such as health,
home and identity. Make room for your new life moving forward.
Shelby Forsythia

12:00 -1:00 Lunch – On your own – take advantage of one of the many Dining options
1:00 - 2:30 - Strengthening Resilience - Cathy Cheshire –
A, N, M, S, U, MF
Join Cathy’s inspiring workshop and discover how to design a
fresh life action plan after loss. Learn mindfulness strategies to
strengthen the connection between thought, emotion, and the
body, and help you experience both sadness and joy when
grieving. Discover how to focus on the present moment in a way
that helps you stay afloat – even thrive – after loss.
Cathy Cheshire
2:30 – 3:30 – Brighter Days and Calmer seas ahead - Herb Knoll .A, S
Join award winning speaker Herb Knoll in this delightful
workshop featuring the insights he developed over nine years of
research. Herb will delight men and women alike as he shares the
excerpts and wisdom from the 15 experts and 40 widowers who
contributed to his breakout book, The Widowers Journey
Herb Knoll
3:30 – 5:00 – Proactive Grieving , Turning loss to Legacy - Mitch
Carmody A,M,S,U
Discover tools and insights on how to become an intentional
survivor by using the power of your own vulnerability as a catalyst
for resilience in this heartwarming workshop. Mitch will address all
aspects of grief including physical reactions, mental duress,
spiritual connections and soul choices. Learn how aspects of the
grief journey can work together to survive trauma and tragedy and
Mitch Carmody
turn loss in to legacy.
5:30 – Dinner in the Main Dining Room – We have group tables no assigned seating.
Circles of Hope - Sharing Sessions
7:00 - 8:30 – Glen Lord - Sibling Loss
Shelby Forsythia – Loss of a Parent
Mitch Carmody – Child / Grandchild Loss
Robin Chodak – Death by Suicide
Herb Knoll – Men and Grief – Men only
Barbara Hopkinson – Loss of a Spouse
Seeing from the Heart – Greet the Night – Details to be announced.
Mindfulness Walk to See the Blue Hour, be there at least 15 minutes before sunset time. Check the
onboard newsletter for correct local sunset time. We meet at Sky or Mast Bar, deck 16. Bring
camera or smartphone. You are also free to come and just Be. Being in the Moment will teach you
how to See Pure, with Fresh Eyes and connects you with the Here and Now. See Golden and Azure
Blue Skies when the day turns into night.

Tuesday March 5th
In Port Labadee, Haiti - a private island owned by Royal Caribbean. – Details will be given out by
Royal Caribbean
Mindfulness Beach Walk Labadee
Three 45 min. private sessions on the beach – max 8 people per slot. 11:00 12:00 1:00

Seeing from the Heart – Greet the Day - A, AP

Melanie Rijkers

Being in the Moment: Mindfulness Eyespiration Photo Walk at sunrise,
45-60 min. workshop onboard the ship. We meet 15 minutes prior to
sunrise at Sky or Mast Bar, deck 16, depending on the side where the
sun will rise. Check the onboard newsletter for correct sunrise times, it’s
delivered daily in your cabin. You can bring a camera or a smartphone.
You are also free to come and just Be. Being in the Moment will teach
you how to See Pure, with Fresh Eyes and connects you with the Here
and Now.

Coordinate with Melanie if you are interested in one of these walks.

Melanie Rijers

See Cruise Schedule for Details
5:30 – Dinner in the Main Dining Room – We have group tables however
you are free to sit at any of our tables, assigned seating is no longer in
place.
Circles of Hope - Sharing Sessions
7:00 - 8:30 – Linda Findlay & –Lynda Fell Ladies Night – Women Only
Shelby Forsythia – Loss of a Parent
Mitch Carmody – Child / Grandchild Loss
Herb Knoll – Men and Grief – Men Only
Robin Chodak – Loss of a Spouse

Wednesday March 6th
In Port Falmouth, Jamaica -– Details will be given out by Royal Caribbean

See Cruise Schedule for details

5:30 – Dinner in the Main Dining Room – We have group tables however
you are free to sit at any of our tables, assigned seating is no longer in
place.

Remembrance Ceremony
This is a very special evening!
7:00 - 8:30 – Conference Center in the Brilliance and Radiance Rooms. Join us for a special night
of Love and Hope remembering all of our loved ones. Please be prepared to walk outside as we
will be outside for a portion of the evening.

Thursday March 7th
Mindfulness Eyespiration Photo Walk A, AP
We meet 15 minutes prior to sunrise at Sky or Mast Bar,
deck 16, depending on the side where the sun will rise.
Check the onboard newsletter for correct sunrise times.

Melanie Rijkers
8 -8:45 Yoga – A, YG NO experience necessary – lead by Diane
Speer, Founder and Director of Way to Wellness

Diane Speer

Melanie Rijers

9 – 10:30 Hugs from Heaven – Lynda Cheldelin Fell – A,N,S,U
Lynda Cheldelin Fell dreamed of her daughter's death two years before it
happened. When the nightmare came true in 2009, she watched her deceased
grandmother guide her daughter safely to heaven. Her incident is far from
unique. Hugs from Heaven explores a phenomenon known as after-death
communication. In addition to sharing her own true accounts, Lynda will
explain different forms of after death communication and engage the audience
to share experiences in an environment free from judgment, scrutiny, and
skepticism. Together they’ll entertain the possibility that there is more to life-and death--than meets the eye.

Lynda Cheldelin Fell

10:30 -12 - Love Life after Loss – Robin Chodak – A,M,S
Is it possible to love life after loss? Join certified grief coach Robin
Chodak in a session about moving beyond grief and learning how to
give yourself permission to love your life. Explore how to move
from a stuck state, unleash inner potential using your own thoughts,
and ignite a post traumatic growth beyond what you ever thought
possible.
Robin Chodak
12-1:00 Lunch – On your own – take advantage of one of the many Dining options

1:00 – 2:30 – Harness the power of Reiki – Sharon S. Ehlers
A, N, M, S, U, MF
Take steps towards healing and join Reiki Master Teacher, Sharon
Ehlers, in an innovative workshop focused on integrating the
emotional, physical and spiritual aspects of grief using Reiki and
other spiritual-based tools. Learn how to open your heart again,
keep your body relaxed for improved sleep and well-being as well
as learn how to move towards inner peace.
Sharon S. Ehlers
2:30 – 3:30 Finding your Direction Again – Glen Lord – A,M, S
Life had order. We “knew” how things worked. Our loved ones died.
We lost many things some of which we can get back – some we
cannot - in the beginning we often do not see the difference. Through
a variety of interactive exercises participants will come to see what
they can get back and what choices are there for them to make. We
will use interactive exercises to help people make choices in their grief
journey.
Glen Lord
3:30 -5:00 Beyond Bereavement™ – Annah Elizabeth – A, N, M
The first question often asked in the face of adversity or tragedy is “How am I going
to survive this?” In other words: How am I going to heal? That is The Five Facets
purpose: to provide programs and resources that support and empower you in your
active grief and in to the beyond bereavement phases. Using her innovative and
groundbreaking Five Facets Philosophy on Healing, Healing Specialist ™ She
encourages you to rethink what you know about loss, grief, and healing and gives you
a plan and a purpose where once you only had platitude to lead the way out of your
pain. In this interactive, introductory workshop, you’ll learn:
The 5 daily language and lifestyle behaviors that may prolong or complicate
your grief,The 5 umbrella loss categories and how you identify with them, The
5 universal facets you were born with, and how you can use them to help you
heal, The 5 Step process for healing, The Power Mantra™ process for
continued healing and growth

Annah Elizabeth

5:30 – Dinner in the Main Dining Room
Circles of Hope - Sharing Sessions
7:00 - 8:30 – Lynda Cheldelin Fell – After Death Communication
Annah Elizabeth – General Grief
Katherine Bloom – Child / Grandchild Loss
Wonder Widows – Loss of a Spouse
Seeing from the Heart – Greet the Night
Mindfulness Walk to See the Blue Hour, be there at least 15 minutes before sunset time. Check the onboard
newsletter for correct local sunset time. We meet at Sky or Mast Bar, deck 16. Bring camera or smartphone. You
are also free to come and just Be. Being in the Moment will teach you how to See Pure, with Fresh Eyes and
connects you with the Here and Now. See Golden and Azure Blue Skies when the day turns into night.
45-60 min

Friday March 8th
In Port Cozumel, Mexico - Details will be given out by Royal Caribbean

Mindfulness Eyespiration Photo Walk A, AP
We meet 15 minutes prior to sunrise at Sky or Mast Bar, deck 16,
depending on the side where the sun will rise. Check the onboard
newsletter for correct sunrise times.

Melanie Rijkers

Melanie Rijers

See Cruise Ship for details
5:30 – Dinner in the Main Dining Room – We have group tables however you are free
to sit at any of our tables, assigned seating is no longer in place.

A Panel Discussion
7:00 - 8:30 – Come ask any question you want: Moderated by Glen Lord with
Linda Findlay, Lynda Cheldelin Fell, Sharon S. Ehlers, Shelby Forsythia and
Barbara Hopkinson

Saturday March 9th
where the program running.
Room 3 = The Serenade

Today there will be two rooms in the conference center– please note
Room 1 = The combination of the Brilliance and the Radiance

Seeing from the Heart – Greet the Day A, AP
Being in the Moment: Mindfulness Eyespiration Photo Walk at sunrise,
45-60 min. workshop onboard the ship. We meet 15 minutes prior to
sunrise at Sky or Mast Bar, deck 16, depending on the side where the
sun will rise. Check the onboard newsletter for correct sunrise times, it’s
delivered daily in your cabin. You can bring a camera or a smartphone.
You are also free to come and just Be. Being in the Moment will teach
you how to See Pure, with Fresh Eyes and connects you with the Here
and Now.
Melanie Rijkers
8 -8:45 Yoga A, YG – NO experience necessary – lead by Diane
Speer, Founder and Director of Way to Wellness,

Diane Speer

Melanie Rijers

Room 1
9:00 – 10:00 – Resilience - The Key To Surviving Loss - Barbara J.
Hopkinson – A, S
Barbara will discuss how she survived and is thriving after the loss
of 3 children, her husband, her parents, plus enduring both eyesight
and financial challenges. She will share six tips that you can use to
find resilience after loss.
Barbara J. Hopkinson
Room 1
10:00- 11:00 Breaking the silence of Widowhood – LS, S
Wonder Widows
Woman have an innate desire and talent for nurturing one
another through joys and sorrows. Join Wonder Widows
Peggy and Trish and come share experiences and stories about
widowhood. Be part of the sisterhood, inspire one another to
better understand the process, and leave with a sense of
camaraderie, comfort, and understanding like never before.
Supportive friends and family are welcome.
Wonder Widows Trish Comer and Peggy Langenwalter
11:00 -12:00 Lunch – On your own – take advantage of one of the many Dining options

Room 3
1:00 – 2:00 – Why Isn’t my loss acknowledged? - Marguerite
A. Simonetti Kershaw - A

Marguerite A. Simonetti Kershaw

Disenfranchised grief happens when others minimize our loss
or don’t acknowledge how deeply a loss impacts our life nor
the time it takes to heal. Join Marguerite in this intimate and
candid workshop and learn how to express to others what we
need in order to heal.

Room 3
2:00 – 3:00 – Where is God n Grief A, R – Linda Findlay
Every Time our hearts ask, “Where is God in grief?” His answer is
the same. Facing the darkness and heaviness of grief is difficult
enough, but when God seems silent, distant, absent or even
uncaring, how do we find answers? Join Linda for a special session
on exploring where is God in grief based on the Bible, and discover
God’s answer to how He meets us in our sorrow.
Linda Findlay
Room 3
3:00 – 4:30 – The Art of Self Care A, S, U, MF – Diane Speer
Join Diane in this interactive, deeply nourishing workshop to
learn transformative body, mind and spirit connection tools
for self-care and self-love after loss. Explore your inner
capacities to heal and restore hope and joy through
mindfulness and integrative holistic approaches. Learn to use
these easy tools every day to integrate harmony and peace in
your body, mind and spirit.
Diane Speer

Room 1
12:00 – 5:00 Drop in Activities-You will have time to participate in all of the activities available.

Photo Shoot
A Butterfly’s Journey began taking these emotionally
cathartic Faces of Resilience (™) photos of the bereaved in
2015 (formerly Portraits of Loss), to raise awareness of the
need for open discussion on the difficult topic of grief.
Participants are photographed expressing a phrase
meaningful to them, written on their skin with washable
marker. They later receive their digital photos, which can
be printed and often become a catalyst to discuss their grief
with family and friends. http://facesofresilience.org

Sea Glass Project
Come join in on a healing art project. You
will pick piece of sea glass or a colorful
stone and create either a necklace or key
chain.

Let your love light shine through a decorated votive
holder: You will take a jar and sit at the art table. You will
be instructed to take a pencil and write on several pieces of
tissue paper all the beautiful descriptors that you can think
of depicting your loved one. Once complete take Elmer’s
glue, place tissue paper on jar and cover with Elmer’s glue,
the glue will dry clear. When dry, place a candle in the jar,
and in the dark, all that will be seen are the beautiful colors
and the love words describing your loved one.

Butterfly Project – Join in this unique art project to honor
all of our loved ones.

From 12:00 – 2:45 Only
Aromatherapy uses essential oils to cleanse your
body, remove toxins that create disease, and
restore the physical and emotional balance. –
Join Diane Speer in discovering the aroma that
is best for you.
Diane will mix a custom blend just for you.

5:30 – Dinner in the Main Dining Room – We have group tables however you are free to sit
at any of our tables, assigned seating is no longer in place.

7:00 – 8:30 – Closing ceremony
8:30 – 10:00 – Room open for free time and conversations.

Sunday March 10th
Leave the ship and back to the real world – Look for more information from Royal Caribbean

